The quality of those "hits" improved as well. Four years ago, those looking for Debs on the Web might find some basic biographical information about the socialist leader, but the most interesting insights were how Debs fits into contemporary American life-how different groups (from the Democratic Socialists of America to the National Child Rights Alliance) and individuals (from local activists to Ralph Nader) made use of Debs's past in late-twentieth-century America. Now, however, the Web contains not only up-to-date biographical and historical treatments but also a gallery of images, state-by-state figures on Debs's presidential votes, guides to archival collections, and a substantial body of primary sources-at least a dozen different speeches or articles by Debs and another half dozen contemporary accounts of him.
Such raw Web searches do not, however, capture the fullness of the history Web since they do not generally measure the deep Web. For historians, the most notable of such databases are the more than ninety collections gathered under American Memory, the online resource compiled by the Library of Congress's National Digital Library Program ( NDLP ). Four years ago, American Memory had some staggering archival riches, but now the collection has grown at least fivefold and includes more than five million items-ranging from 1,305 pieces of African American sheet music to 2,100 early baseball cards. Visitors can examine 117,000 FSA/OWI (Farm Security Administration-Office of War Information) photographs, 422 early motion pictures and sound recordings of the Edison Companies, and 176,000 pages of George Washington's correspondence, letter books, and other papers. Library staff will soon place online another thirty collections, including such eagerly awaited resources as the thousands of ex-slave narratives of the Federal Writers' Project. 8 Whereas four or five years ago history materials on the Web were most useful for teaching, the depth of such collections as American Memory means that historians can now do serious scholarly research in online collections. With more than 200,000 photographs now available in American Memory, anyone studying the history of American photography would need to visit the NDLP. Moreover, the digital format makes possible modes of research that are possible in other media but much more difficult.
Take, for example, the old, but still much debated, question of George Washington's religious attitudes.
Using the online version of the Washington papers, the historian Peter R. Henriques showed not only that Washington never referred to "Jesus" or "Christ" in his personal correspondence but also that his references to death were invariably "gloomy and pessimistic" with no evidence of "Christian images of judgment, redemption through the sacrifice of Christ, and eternal life for the faithful." are the growing number of online resources only available to paying customers. OCLC 's data indicate that the growth of the public Web is slowing at the same time that private, restricted Web sites have gone from twelve to twenty percent of the total Web. 10 Whereas the surface and deep Webs, which together we will call the public Web, contain enormous numbers of primary documents, the private Web abounds in the secondary sources crucial to historical work. 
Everyone a Web Historian: Grass-Roots History Online
Despite the growing significance of the private history Web, the greatest energy over the past decade has actually been in the public Web-public in the sense of both its open access and its control by individuals, nonprofits, or government agencies. Indeed, an astonishing grass-roots movement has fueled its enormous growth. Over the past five years, academic historians, history teachers, and history Sometimes the sites add an introduction supposedly written by Frederick Douglass; others falsely describe Lynch as the source of the word "lynching." Despite the sites' repeated assurances about the speech's "authenticity," internal evidence readily betrays its twentieth-century origins. The language incorporates modern syntax, and the content focuses on current-day divisions such as skin color, age, and gender rather than ethnic and national divisions much more important in the early eighteenth century. 24 To be sure, a careful search of the Web also turns up evidence of the dubious origins of the Lynch speech. Still, those sites that take the speech entirely at face value overwhelm the Web sources that dispute it. Anyone who simply searched for "Willie Lynch" on the Web would be more than ten times as likely to find evidence of the speech's "authenticity" than information that casts doubt. But the Web is unique in the way it offers entry into the world of information and misinformation in which most people operate and allows us to consider the significance and spread of such urban legends as the Willie Lynch encompass more than 9,600 monographs, 50,000 journal articles, and 3 million pages-a significant portion of the library's imprints from those years. 31 Like scholars using NDLP, those using MOA can find information previously available in theory but not necessarily in practice. Steven M. Gelber, who was researching the origins of hobbies, notes that he turned up "a treasure trove of data in a matter of a couple of days" that would have taken months to find through traditional research. He calls MOA "the most exciting thing I have seen in research since I first discovered Xerox machines in 1967 and realized I did not have to take notes anymore." This "is what I assumed the future of libraries would be but to be quite honest, I never believed I would live to see so much of the past put online in such an accessible form." 32 Despite the enormous value of the MOA and similar projects, some cautions are in order. Some object that such efforts are a form of burning down the village to save it, since most of the books will ultimately be discarded-both because they are cut up to be scanned and because the storage space is 33 Baker and others also note the value of marginalia and other markings that get lost with the disappearance of paper copies as well as the difficulties of fully reproducing images such as nineteenthcentury engravings in digital form. Librarians, on the other hand, argue that books and newspapers printed on acidic paper were crumbling and that microfilming or digitizing offers the only practical alternative and the only way to supply "the most content to the most people in a cost-effective manner." While some scholars will bemoan the loss of tangible, historical evidence in the transition from paper to digital images (just as they mourn the disappearance of the card catalog), many others will benefit from their ability much more readily to access the volumes in the MOA collection, many of which are not in a standard university library, and even more the possibility of searching them by words in the text rather than just by title. 34 Indeed, the incredible ease of using these newly digitized works may actually pose a problem for future historical work. The MOA collection largely draws from books from Michigan's remote storage that had rarely been borrowed in more than thirty years. Yet the same "obscure" books are now searched more than 500,000 times a month. Will digitization create a new historical research canon in which historians resort much more regularly to works that can be found and searched easily online rather than sought out in more remote repositories? Years ago, the New York Times ran an advertisement with the tagline "If it is not in the New York Times Index, maybe it didn't happen." Could we arrive at a future in which, if it is not on the Web, maybe it didn't happen?
Such concerns aside, these grass-roots, government, and nonprofit efforts have begun to deliver, as Gelber observes, "what people have been talking about for ten years-a genuine electronic library, or at least an electronic archive." Historians will spend years examining these digital sources and will not readily exhaust their possibilities. Although the Founding Fathers may be better covered in these resources than labor or feminist militants are, the Web in fact now offers material stretching across the broad range of topics that interest contemporary historians. The always precarious state of the public sphere in contemporary America poses one crucial peril for the continued expansion of this burgeoning free archive. For example, the budget of NEH, the most important funder of humanities work, has declined (in real terms) by about two-thirds in the past twenty years. 35 And in the past several years, it has had to fight for its survival. NEH may now face further threats with a Republican president and Congress who traditionally have not been sympathetic to the public sector.
Despite the great success of American Memory, which receives eighteen million page views per month and has brought primary sources into K-12 classrooms across the country, the Library of Congress seems to be shifting away from its focus on putting its historical collections online. A report by the Costs aside, these online databases are already revolutionizing the way historians do their research.
Most familiar to historians are the massive bibliographic databases such as America: History and Life and the Arts and Humanities Citation Index. Once upon a time (that is, five or six years ago), historians searched through annual bound volumes to develop bibliographies. Now they typically do these searches quickly and at their own convenience. After assembling a bibliography, historians used to search for and copy articles. But now they can find the full text of a surprisingly wide selection of secondary works online. has created an extraordinary research resource for nineteenth-century historians, although an expensive one-the first twenty years, now available, retail for close to $35,000. 43 We can glimpse the outlines of a still more remarkable project-the full text of the New York Times for the years 1851 to 1923. The "Universal Library" at Carnegie Mellon University (with aspirations similar to Nelson's Xanadu project and support from Seagate Technology) is scanning the entire public domain era of the Times, which it will make available for free online reading. At the same time, it is using optical character recognition to turn the Times into searchable text, although the quality of the result remains uncertain at the moment. The Universal Library plans to offer free views of the page images but to charge for access to the searchable text-perhaps $40 for lifetime subscriptions. At the moment, the vision is more exciting than the implementation-you can't search yet, and the scanned microfilm provided for 1860-1866 includes a number of unreadable pages. 44 The plan of the university-based Universal Library to charge subscriptions suggests a type of history Association-has pioneered the alternative idea of a "cooperative" in which scholars and scholarly organizations will retain a say over these questions. 46 Historians from these professional societies and their journals felt that this arrangement would allow them, for example, to offer to make their electronic journals as widely available as possible. Hence, while the electronic Journal of American History and American Historical Review will only be available to subscribers, there is no additional subscription charge to individuals or libraries for access. Having a say in a cooperative also makes it easier to experiment with one of the key questions facing scholars-will digital environments allow us to present our scholarship in new-and better-ways? 47 In the end, the measure of success of scholarly and nonprofit societies is how they improve scholarship and society, not how much revenue they generate.
Some argue that, given these larger social and scholarly goals, scholars should move toward total, free access to the fruits of scholarship, which is, after all, mostly publicly funded in the first place. In 1991 Paul H. Ginsparg, a physicist at the Los Alamos National Laboratory, created arXiv.org e-Print archive, which has become an open repository of more than 150,000 "preprints" (non-peer reviewed research papers) in physics, math, and related fields. "E-print" archives in psychology, linguistics, neuroscience, and computer science similarly offer electronic preprints on a free access basis. The Open Archives
Initiative advocates expanding these efforts so that they will be "interoperable" (for example, allowing Academy of Sciences, has put its entire front list and much of its backlist online for free in a page image format. Ironically, giving this material away has actually increased NAP 's sales because people now order books that they have browsed online but want to own in a hardcopy. Moreover, the book itself-indexed by Web search engines-becomes its best advertisement. Jensen, thus, argues that "free browsing, easy access, and researcher-friendly publication first, and sale second" is "much more in keeping with the role of a noncommercial publisher" and its mission of doing "the most good for society as possible within the constraints of our money."
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These massive projects, whether public or private, will surely transform historical research and ultimately writing. Those who received their Ph.D.'s before 1990 will probably spend the rest of their careers regaling graduate students with tales of how "in my day, we spent hours turning microfilm readers looking for relevant newspaper articles." Given the enormous gift that commercial digitization is bestowing on the historical profession, it seems a bit churlish to look this particular gift horse in the mouth Churlish, but surely necessary. Once we get over our excitement about the digital riches on our screens or the new modes of research being opened up, we need to think about the price tag. To be sure, in most of the emerging models, libraries rather than individual researchers are paying that fee. Still, that money is not appearing magically; it is draining other parts of library budgets. One part of the budget that is being sucked dry is that for purchasing real, not virtual, library books, especially scholarly books. To be sure, the main villains in the current crisis in scholarly publishing are the commercial vendors who charge rapacious prices for science, technology, and medicine journals. Libraries that pay $16,344 annually to subscribe to Reed Elsevier's Brain Research cannot afford as many history monographs as they once purchased a fact that both scholars and university presses are painfully confronting. But electronic resources are also squeezing library budgets-they now consume ten percent of library materials budgets, compared to only twenty-five percent for monographs. 50 The digital library fees also generally flow into the hands of publishers and especially commercial aggregators rather than authors. Freelance writers have sued newspapers and magazines for including their work without permission (or compensation) in databases marketed by Lexis-Nexis (Reed Elsevier) and Bell & Howell. And book publishers have been slow to decide what portion of e-book revenues they are going to share with authors. 51 In addition, the appearance of these gated databases poses a particular problem for independent scholars not affiliated with academic institutions. If they happen to live near a major public library, they can often access the databases within the walls of that library. But they do not have the convenience available to most university-based historians of using these resources from their own homes. 52 The same problem faces those affiliated with smaller institutions that cannot afford the hefty subscription fees. Some scholars, however, now have enhanced access to resources; in Virginia, VIVA 's statewide subscriptions give historians at community colleges and underfunded traditionally black colleges access to the same electronic resources as faculty at the well-endowed University of Virginia.
Nevertheless, signs of an academic digital divide loom not only between institutions but also within them. For example, law school students and faculty generally have access to the complete Lexis-Nexis database (with considerable resources for historians), which is generally closed to other parts of the university. Of course, scholars affiliated with more affluent institutions (and parts of institutions) have always had advantages over their colleagues, and independent scholars have always faced barriers to access.
A more worrisome prospect has to do with the emerging economic structure of the information industry. Previously, publishing was a relatively decentralized and small-scale business with many different publishers, large and small. But online information providers, like many other "new economy"
businesses, benefit from a powerful combination of economies of scale and "network effects." In the information business, the fixed costs (for example, software development) are the most important costs; once they are covered, it is not much more expensive to sell to 3,000 libraries than to 30. And "network effects"-the benefits of using a system increases as more people use it since, among other things, they will be familiar with its interface-mean that the biggest players will tend to get bigger.
Whereas the factory-based economy favored oligopolies, the information economy is more likely to result in monopolies. Oakleigh Thorne. Companies with real rather than virtual sources of revenue also began to wonder whether there really was a pot of gold at the end of the Internet rainbow. In November 2000, the privately held Discovery Communications dropped plans to spin off its Web unit and also dropped most of its Web workers-laying off 40 percent of the regular staff and 150 contract workers. "We cannot achieve near-term profitability from the Internet as a stand-alone business," explained the company president, Michela English. Part of the problem was that none of these sites was ever profitable; they simply lived off venture capital, IPO money, or the largess of wealthy corporate parents. Equally problematic was the drop in Internet advertising rates that accompanied the dive in Internet stocks and the realization by advertisers that few Web surfers (about 0.4 percent) were clicking on banner ads. 58 The fall in rates was part of a vicious cycle in which dropping stock prices soured advertisers on the Internet and then caused problems for start-ups, which-in a kind of Ponzi scheme-had artificially raised rates in the first place with their own advertising.
The collapse of dot-com stock prices and Internet advertising rates suggests that the future of commercially sponsored history on the Web may not be as rosy as some once believed. The history business has had its share of successes in the "real" world-from American Heritage magazine to the History Channel, from the History Book Club to heritage tourism-but it has never been a major Perhaps paradoxically, then, the Web seems to be fostering two contradictory developments. On the one hand, the resources required to publish on the Web are so modest that we have seen an amazing grass-roots publishing effort over the past five years. Yet, on the other hand, the capacity to mount a 
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Historians have a great stake in shaping the roads and cars that will populate the future information superhighways. We need to put our energies into maintaining and enlarging the astonishingly rich public historical Web that has emerged in the past five years. For some, that should mean joining in eclectic but widespread grass-roots efforts to put the past online-whether that involves posting a few documents online for your students or raising funds for more ambitious projects to create free public We may also need to reexamine our own contradictory position as both rights holders and consumers of copyright content. Perhaps we should even insist that the intellectual property we create (often with considerable public funding) should be freely available to all. Unless we act, the digital Xanadu, as
Nelson fantasized, may turn out to have everything an "absent-minded professor could want" but only at and for a heavy price. 
